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CORRUPTED HEIR VARIANT

SO

Set, the god of chaos and violence has returned! Using powerful
magic, he now dominates the will of one of the rival demigods
and using them as his puppet, seeks to rule all of Egypt!
In the Corrupted Heir Variant (solo game) for Omen: Heir to the
Dunes, the player chooses to play as either the demigod child of
Horus or Anubis. The rival heir is corrupted and dominated by the
evil god Set who controls every action they take.

You must battle the Corrupted Heir, challenging the might of the
dark god himself in order to save Egypt from the fate that awaits it,
should Set’s plans for conquest succeed!

SOLO MODE - SETUP
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Place the City board in the center of the play area.
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Shuffle the deck and place it on the left end of the City board.
Place the supply of coins at the right end of the City board.
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Shuffle the reward tiles and place 3 facedown in each city.

Take one god reference card and the 3 Structures for that god.
Place all 3 Structures with their BUILD side faceup.
Place the other god reference card on the Corrupted Heir's side
of the play area and all 3 of that god’s Structures with their BUILD
side faceup.
Place the Omen token on the leftmost city.

Place the god favor card next to the deck with your god’s face showing.
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Take 7 coins and place them beside the Corrupted Heir's god
reference card.
Take 4 coins and 4 cards off the top of the deck for yourself.
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CORRUPTED HEIR
You begin the game with
Horus structures.

At the beginning of your Wealth
Step, reveal the top card of the
deck. If it is a Horus card, add it
to your hand. You may discard a
Neutral unit from your hand to
repeat this process once.
<b>

<b>

During your Surge Step, the �irst
Horus unit you play from your
hand costs 1 less coin.
<b>

BUILD: 5

TEMPLE OF LIGHT
BUILD: 7

8

TOMB OF REBIRTH
BUILD: 9

9

<b>

After you play a unit devoted to
Horus, �lip the favor card to its
Horus side.
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Coins

MONUMENT TO THE SUN

Deck
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SOLO MODE - SETUP

HORUS’ FAVOR

Keywords
Heir to the Dunes

ENDURING: If this card is destroyed during
the War Step, you may return it to your hand
from the discard pile and discard 1 card
from your hand.

ENTOMB: Place 1 unit beneath the structure
you are currently building. If none of your
structures are currently being built place
the unit beneath one of your incomplete
structures to start building it.
INVOCATION: When this unit is played to a
city, if your god is favored, perform the ability.
+1 Strength when in a city and your god
is favored.
LABOR: Activate a units LABOR ability when
discarded to BUILD a structure.

You begin the game with
Anubis structures.

At the beginning of your Wealth
Step, reveal the top card of the
deck. If it is an Anubis card, add
it to your hand. You may discard
a Neutral unit from your hand to
repeat this process once.
<b>

<b>

During your Surge Step, the �irst
Anubis unit you play from your
hand costs 1 less coin.
<b>

<b>

After you play a unit devoted to
Anubis, �lip the favor card to its
Anubis side.

10 PLAYER

TOMB OF OBLIVION
BUILD: 9

TEMPLE OF DARKNESS
BUILD: 7

MONUMENT TO THE MOON
BUILD: 5

SOLO MODE - GAMEPLAY
The game begins with the Corrupted Heir playing first. When playing for
the Corrupted Heir follow these steps:

WEALTH STEP

Place 1 of the coins beside the god reference card onto the god reference
card. If this number has reached 7 do not add anymore, as the Corrupted
Heir will never have more than 7 coins.
Reveal the top card of the deck. If it is devoted to Corrupted Heir's god put
the Unit into the city with the Omen token free of cost. If it is not devoted
to the Corrupted Heir's god, then discard it.
NOTE: To increase the difficulty of the Corrupted Heir increase the
number of coins it begins with by 1. Additionally, for the novice game
have the Corrupted Heir start the game with zero coins on its first turn.
NOTE: The Corrupted Heir player never uses any Unit abilities.
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SURGE STEP

WA

Check to see if the Corrupted Heir has completed the current Structure
it is building. If so, flip the Structure to its VP side, reveal the cards
underneath it, and place the Unit with the greatest Strength into the city
with the Omen Token.
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If there is a tie between two or more Units for the greatest Strength place
the tied Unit with the highest cost in the City with the Omen token. If
there are Units tied for Strength and cost chose one at random. After the
Corrupted Heir has added one of the revealed Units to the city with the
Omen token discard the rest.
NOTE: When the Corrupted Heir plays a Unit devoted to the god not
currently favored, flip the Favor card to its opposite side as normal.

Now reveal the top card of the deck and place it into the city with the
Omen token. Remember to reduce its cost by one if it is of the same
faction as the Corrupted Heir.

If the cost for the Unit exceeds the total coins on the Corrupted Heir god
reference card the Surge Step is now over.
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If the Unit’s cost was equal to or less than the total coins belonging to the
Corrupted Heir reveal another card from the top of the deck. Place this
Unit into the next city to the right of the Omen token or returning to the
leftmost city if at the end of the board.

Continue revealing Units of the top and adding the Unit to the next city
in order until a Unit’s cost causes the sum of all Units played by the
Corrupted Heir to exceed its number of coins. At this point, the Corrupted
Heir Surge Step is over.
NOTE: The Corrupted Heir only plays Units to cities with Reward tiles.
When playing Units to cities for the Corrupted Heir, skip over cities
without any Reward tiles.

Follow

NOTE: If the Corrupted Heir is ever unable to add a Unit to a city because
it is already full the Unit is added to the next city in order. If all of the cities
with Reward tiles are full the Corrupted Heir places no further Units.
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WAR STEP
Follow all normal rules governing whether or not a city is war torn or
peaceful. Resolve the conflict following the normal Omen rules with the
following adjustment for the Corrupted Heir:
Win or lose, the Corrupted Heir always keeps the maximum amount of
Strength that it legally can.
NOTE: The Corrupted Heir accumulates reward tiles from winning
conflicts, but never uses their abilities.
For Example: If the Corrupted Heir wins a fight it can only keep one Unit.
It will always keep the Unit with the highest printed Strength. If there is a tie
between two of the Units, then the Unit with the highest cost is kept as cost is
part of the conflict tiebreaker. If Strength and cost are equal, the Corrupted
Heir keeps one at random.

NOTE: The same procedure is followed when the Corrupted Heir loses
a fight and keeps two Units. The Corrupted Heir keeps the greatest amount
of Strength that it legally can. If that means only keeping one Unit,
that is COLOSSAL, but it provides more Strength than any combination
of other Units in the city, that is what the Corrupted Heir will do.
Following the resolution of all conflicts, proceed to the Offering Step.
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OFFERING STEP
Perform the Corrupted Heir Offering Step in the following order:
Reveal the top card of the deck.

Discard that card and use the printed Strength of that Unit to build the
Corrupted Heir’s smallest incomplete Structure. This follows all normal
rules for building a Structure in Omen: Heir to the Dunes. If the Corrupted
Heir would be able to add more cards than the current Structure requires
the cards are added anyway.

The Corrupted Heir's turn is now complete. The game ends if the Corrupted
Heir has completed all 3 of its Structures or there are 2 or more cities without
any Reward tiles.

PLAYER TURN
The player follows all normal rules for playing Omen: Heir to the Dunes
with the following exceptions:

The Corrupted Heir cannot lose coins. If an ability would allow the player
to take a coin from their opponent or force their opponent to lose coins
the player takes that number of coins from the supply.

The Corrupted Heir does not have a hand. Any ability that would cause a
Unit belonging to the Corrupted Heir to be returned to hand results in the
target Unit being destroyed.
Any ability that would cause the Corrupted Heir to discard a card from
hand has no effect as the Corrupted Heir never has any cards in hand.

GAME END
The game ends under the same conditions as a normal game of Omen:
Heir to the Dunes.
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